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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a greedy cycle direction
heuristic to improve the generalized R redundancy quorum cycle
technique. When applied using only single cycles rather than the
standard paired cycles, the generalized R redundancy technique
has been shown to almost halve the necessary light-trail resources
in the network. Our greedy heuristic improves this cycle-based
routing technique’s fault-tolerance and dependability.
For efficiency and distributed control, it is common in dis-
tributed systems and algorithms to group nodes into intersecting
sets referred to as quorum sets. Optimal communication quorum
sets forming optical cycles based on light-trails have been
shown to flexibly and efficiently route both point-to-point and
multipoint-to-multipoint traffic requests. Commonly cycle rout-
ing techniques will use pairs of cycles to achieve both routing and
fault-tolerance, which uses substantial resources and creates the
potential for underutilization. Instead, we use a single cycle and
intentionally utilizeR redundancy within the quorum cycles such
that every point-to-point communication pairs occur in at least
R cycles. Without the paired cycles the direction of the quorum
cycles becomes critical to the fault tolerance performance. For
this we developed a greedy cycle direction heuristic and our single
fault network simulations show a reduction of missing pairs by
greater than 30%, which translates to significant improvements
in fault coverage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet backbones and data centers have become key pieces
of national infrastructure rising almost to the level of roads,
bridges, electricity, and water. Optical networks in these
settings are depended upon for high speed communications.
Failures within a network are to be expected and can happen
as much as every couple days [1].
Knowing the unicast or multicast requests a priori is often
not possible. This constraint makes protection against faults in
those arbitrary communication paths a challenge. An efficient
all node pairs protection scheme supporting both unicast and
multicast communication is necessary.
For efficiency and distributed control, it is common in
distributed systems and algorithms to group nodes into in-
tersecting sets referred to as quorum sets. Quorum-based
cycle routing can efficiently support arbitrary point-to-point
and multi-point optical communication [2]. Cycles are created
using quorums of nodes. Within a cycle, multicasts to all
nodes in that cycle are possible. The proof that cyclic quorums
have an “all-pairs” property guarantees unicast capabilities
in a network using the quorum cycles routing technique [3].
Efficient broadcasts can be achieved with O(
√
N) multicasts
by exploiting the same properties.
Fault tolerance of optical networks with quorum-based cycle
routing has been analyzed [4]. Observing communication pairs
were being protected by more than one cycle, R redundancy
quorums were used to improve resource efficiency [5]. Re-
source efficiency can come at a cost and in this research, we
propose a heuristic to improve the redundant quorum cycle
routing techniques. Our single fault network simulations show
a reduction of missing pairs by 31.16 - 48.74% and 35.48 -
44.85%, R = 2 and R = 3 respectively, which translates to
significant improvements in fault coverage.
The next sections describe the network model, light-trails,
and cycle routing. Section IV establishes how quorums can
be used for optical network routing. We analyze the current
strengths and opportunities for improvements to R redundant
quorum-based single cycle routing in Section V. Lastly in
Section VI, we present a greedy cycle direction heuristic to
improve the optical network fault tolerance.
II. NETWORK MODEL
The fiber-optic networks consist of several transmitters and
receivers (nodes) interconnected by fiber-optic cables. The
cables form the links (i.e., edges) between those nodes, which
leads to a convenient model of a network in terms of a graph
G = (V,E). V are the set of nodes in the network and E are
the set of edges.
Edge (ei, ej) is a fiber-optic link connecting nodes ei and
ej in the network, where ei, ej ∈ V and (ei, ej) ∈ E. It is a
general assumption that the same set of optical wavelengths
are available on all edges in E. The number of wavelengths
available per optical fiber is dependent on the fiber-optic cables
and the transmitter/receiver pairs.
A. Light-Trails
Lightpaths were a critical building block in the first optical
communications, but required significant traffic engineering
and aggregation to support point-to-point communication, or
pay the penalty of low resource utilization on the fiber-
optic link. Light-trails were proposed [6] as a solution to
the challenges facing lightpaths and could be built using
commercial off-the-shelf technology. Significant contributions
have been made to enable adoption and advance the light-trail
architecture [7]–[9]. Light-trail communication is all optical
and uses the same wavelength(s) from start to end node;
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Figure 1. Cycle formed using the light-trail architecture
avoiding Optical-to-Electrical-to-Optical (O/E/O) conversions,
energy inefficiencies and time delays at intermediate hops.
Light-trails enable fast, dynamic creation of a unidirectional
optical sharable communication channel. This communication
channel allows for channel receive and transmit access to
all connected nodes, making them more suitable for IP-
centric traffic [7]. Communications from an upstream node
to one or more downstream nodes can be scheduled. The
scheduling protocol avoids collisions within a light-trail and
controls when nodes are able to transmit to downstream nodes.
The scheduling is generally assumed to occur over a control
channel, which may or may not be separate from the shared
optical fiber that is being used for the light-trail.
Optical shutters allow for wavelength reuse within the
network. Start and end nodes have their optical shutters in the
off state, while intermediate nodes have their optical shutters
in the on state. This effectively isolates an optical signal to a
specific light-trail and allows for reuse of optical wavelength(s)
elsewhere in the network.
Nodes can receive from the incoming signal while the signal
is simultaneously continuing to downstream nodes, sometimes
referred to as a drop and continue function. Early technology
supported only a few wavelengths; however, the latest devices
may support over 100 channels, hence allowing multiple light-
trails to share the same edge in the network for a combined
over 1-Terabits/s [10].
III. LIGHT-TRAILS, CYCLE ROUTING, AND FAULT
TOLERANCE
Point-to-point and multi-point traffic requests have a set of
nodes C = {ei, ..., ej} that wish to communicate and need
to be protected against network faults. Establishing a primary
and backup multicast path from every node to every other
node in C can be a waste of resources. We utilize the light-
trail architecture in the form of a cycle (Fig. 1). The cycle will
both route the multi-point request and protect it at the same
time using fewer resources.
Figure 1 is a light-trail where the start and end node is the
same node, referred to as the hub node. The hub node has its
optical shutters in the off state, while intermediate nodes have
their optical shutters in the on state.
Failures within an optical network are to be expected.
SONET rings can be used to protect point-to-point and shared
paths while enabling failure location. The generalization of
p-cycle protection to allow for path and link protection was
proposed in [11]. P-cycle protection of unicast and multicast
traffic networks requires preconfiguration, and the offline
nature allows for the efficient cycles to be selected. The Opti-
mized Collapsed Rings (OCR) single link protection heuristic
was developed to address the heterogeneous, part multicast /
part unicast, nature of WDM traffic [12].
The multi-point cycle routing algorithm (MCRA) uses bidi-
rectional cycles for fault tolerance and is capable of support-
ing SONET rings and p-cycles [1]. ECBRA is a significant
improvement of MCRA and outperforms the OCR heuristic
[9]. ECBRA heuristic balances optimality and speed, taking
O
(
|E| |C|3
)
steps to find a close to optimal cycle.
IV. QUORUMS SETS FOR ROUTING
Quorums have been used for efficient point-to-point, mul-
ticast, and all-to-all traffic requests in optical networks [2].
This is important because traffic in many optical networks is
heterogeneous meaning the routing framework must be able
to handle all types.
Quorums sets cover N entities, in this case N = |V | optical
network nodes. The number of entities, N , also defines the
number of small subsets, i.e., quorums, that will be used in
our solution.
A quorum set minimally has the property that all quorums
must intersect. Specifically for distributed implementations,
it is also desirable that each quorum have equal work and
equal responsibility within the quorum set. Cyclic quorum
sets have these properties [13] and we use them for efficient
communication.
Point-to-point, multicast, and all-to-all traffic can be routed
through an optical network with N cycles based on cyclic
quorums [2], [4]. Cyclic quorums sets are used as the basis
for cycle routing to guarantee all possible node pairs occurred
in at least one cycle [3]. When performing a multicast, if
participants belong to the same cycle, then one cycle can be
used. Realistically, requests will span multiple quorums and/or
be larger than a single quorum cycle. The worst case becomes
a broadcast with an upper bound of requiring no more than k
cycles to route and protect broadcast traffic.
A. Defining Cyclic Quorum Sets
Cyclic quorum sets are based on cyclic block design and
cyclic difference sets. However, searching for optimal sets
requires an exhaustive search [13]. Cyclic quorum sets are
unique in that once the first quorum (Eq. 1) is defined the
remaining quorums in the set can be generated via increment-
ing the indices (modulus to keep indices within bounds is not
shown in Equation 2 for conciseness).
S0 = {e0, . . . , ej} (1)
Si = {e0+i, . . . , ej+i} , ∀ i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 (2)
For simplicity, assume e0 ∈ S0 without loss of generality
(any one-to-one re-mapping of indices can result in this
assumption).
For our work, we used the N = 4, . . . , 111 optimal cyclic
quorums from [13].
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B. Redundant Cyclic Quorums Sets
In this section we define R redundant cyclic quorums sets
as proposed in [5]. Quorum-based cycle routing solutions used
cyclic quorums to form a set of communication cycles which
were shown to be almost fault tolerant in fiber optic networks
[2], [4].
There are N quorums in a quorums set and each quorum
has k nodes. In analysis of networking capabilities, we are
interested in whether every node can communicate with every
other node (all-pairs). Equation 3 considers the number of
pairs within a quorum, e.g., the pairs made between k nodes
communicating with (k − 1) other nodes in a single quorum.
Equation 4 considers the total pairs formed by all N quorums
in the set. For convenience we set M to be the total pairs for
a given network with N nodes and k optimal quorum size.
k(k − 1)
2
= O(k2) (3)
N
k(k − 1)
2
= O(Nk2) (4)
M = O(Nk2) (5)
When the quorum size, k, is minimal or larger, every pair
of nodes (ei, ej) occurs together within a quorum in the
set at least once. Optical networking, however, requires all
directional point-to-point pairs to exist, i.e., both pairs (ei, ej)
and (ej , ei). Previously this had been addressed by pairing
each cycle with the same cycle and its direction reversed.
It was observed in [2] that the quorum-based cycle routing
solution had some node pairings occurring together in multiple
cycles and it was proposed that these could be used for
load balancing. As an alternative to that option, [5] added
a requirement that every pair (ei, ej) would occur together
within at least R quorums rather than just one. Exploiting the
natural occurrence of redundant pairs is an attempt to eliminate
the need for paired cycles, thus moving the redundancy from
the paired cycles and putting the redundancy in the quorums.
The number of quorums in the solution remained the same
N , hence to create the additional pairs the quorum size had
to be enlarged to kˆ. Equation 6 calculates the number of node
pairs in quorums of size kˆ. Equation 7 is our requirement that
the total number of pairs have increased R times from the
original total pairs, M . Finally, Equation 8 solves for size kˆ
in relation to optimal k.
N
kˆ(kˆ − 1)
2
= O(Nkˆ2) (6)
O(Nkˆ2) = RM (7)
kˆ ≈
√
Rk (8)
This result is powerful. The number of node pairs increased
by R times, but the size of k only increased by a factor of√
R. Using this reduced growth rate to our advantage, many
node pairs can be created without substantially increasing the
resources used. Additionally, this growth rate is far slower than
simply duplicating a cycle, hence significantly challenging the
need for paired cycles and opening the door for considerable
resource savings.
To the best of our knowledge, no efficient algorithm is
known to find quorums of minimum size, particularly with
the additional requirement that entity pairs appear a minimum
R times within the quorums set solution. The authors in [13]
used a brute force search to find optimal cyclic quorums for
N = 4 . . . 111. Using our generalized result from Eq. 8, we too
used a brute force search beginning with the smallest possible
quorum size for a given number of nodes N and a given
desired redundancy factor R.
The resulting redundant quorums were utilized in following
section as we analyzed the efficiency and fault tolerance of
quorum-based cycle routing in optical networking.
V. REDUNDANT CYCLIC QUORUMS SET - SINGLE CYCLE
NETWORK ANALYSIS
Optical networks are highly depended upon. The fault
tolerance aspect of these route designs are important. In [2],
[4], ECBRA was used to route each of the quorums-based
cycles. It was shown that the quorums set approach provided
fault tolerance and [2] showed that this technique required far
fewer links to accomplish the routing of all-to-all traffic, when
compared to using point-to-point connections.
As an unintended benefit, some quorums sets resulted in
node pairs occurring in more than one quorums-based cycle.
It was these occurrences of node pairs multiple times that
improved the fault tolerance performance.
Redundant node pairs can also be generated intentionally as
described in Section IV-B. These can be used to eliminate the
paired cycle implementations and use only a single cycle, sig-
nificantly reducing the required amount of network resources
while still maintaining a similar level of fault-tolerance. Our
work reported in [5] examined this approach.
In this section, we analyze the strengths to deliver resource
efficient routing solutions, while identifying opportunities to
improve fault tolerance in the network.
A. Fault Model
The fault model assumed for our work is the link (edge)
failure. While a simple model, it does cover most real single
fault scenarios.
The most direct fault to consider is the optical link fault.
This occurs when a link is broken, like planned maintenance
or the accidental severing during land excavation. Modeling
link faults as a single edge failure is straightforward.
Each modeled node needs a pair of transmitters and re-
ceivers for each occurrence in a cycle. These pairs of devices
can fail too. Short of a natural disaster, pairs will likely fail
independently of one another. When a transmitter/receiver pair
fails within a modeled node, the affect on the global network
is similar to that link failing. Modeling as a single edge failure,
while not an exact fault mapping, is an appropriate abstraction.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2. Networks used for simulations: Figure (a) NSFNET, 14-Node/22-Link, Figure (b) ARPANET, 20-Node/31-Link, Figure (c) American Backbone
[14], 24-Node/43-Link, and Figure (d) Chinese Backbone [14], 54-Node/103-Link.
Table I
MEAN LINKS USED BY SINGLE CYCLES COMPARED TO PAIRED CYCLES USING REDUNDANT CYCLIC QUORUMS (95% CI)
R = 1 (Paired) R = 2 (Single) R = 3 (Single)
Network Links Links Reduction (%) Links Reduction (%)
NSFNET 249.32 ± 1.37 135.41 ± 0.60 -45.69 145.05 ± 0.74 -41.82
ARPANET 511.90 ± 1.87 269.63 ± 0.76 -47.33 294.75 ± 0.96 -42.42
American 641.38 ± 2.10 360.03 ± 0.98 -43.87 376.86 ± 0.77 -41.24
Chinese 2673.30 ± 7.11 1527.32 ± 3.50 -42.87 1635.70 ± 2.99 -38.81
B. Experimental Setup
Maintaining the ability to serve all dynamic point-to-point
traffic requests despite fault is important. We examined the
fault tolerance of the NSFNET, ARPANET, American back-
bone, Chinese backbone networks (Fig. 2).
To model the fault, we simulate the failure of each edge,
(ei, ej) ∈ E, in the network model, G = (V,E). We then
examine the network’s ability to serve all potential point-to-
point requests by counting pairs of nodes that would be able
to communicate and conversely those pairs that are unable to
communicate.
C. Network Routing Efficiency and Fault Tolerance
We examine redundant quorums by using additional cyclic
quorum redundancy with just a single cycle compared to
paired cycles used in prior art. The additional redundancy is
used to distribute node communication pairs across different
cycles, e.g., 0→ 1 and 0← 1 may not occur within the same
cycle. Recall that optical light-trail cycles are unidirectional,
so prior art would satisfied both 0→ 1 and 0← 1 with a pair
of cycles. One cycle would form the forward communication
0 → 1, while the second cycle would form the backward
communication 0 ← 1. By distributing the communication
pair responsibility throughout the network, we may only need
a single cycle, thus significantly reducing the required amount
of network resources.
We used four common networks (Fig. 2) and an implemen-
tation of the ECBRA heuristic [9] to perform the cycle routing.
ECBRA is sensitive to node and edge numbering that a total of
100 variations on the inputs were considered, each being a one-
to-one mapping with the respective network. For simulation of
prior art, we used the N = 4, . . . , 111 optimal cyclic quorums
from [13]. Redundant cyclic quorums for R = 2 and R = 3
were found using the techniques described in Section IV-B
and in our work reported in [5].
1) Fault-free operational analysis: It is expected that a
majority of the time the optical network will be operating
without faults. It is important that the resource utilization
during this period be analyzed.
The metric we use to measure resource utilization is the
number of links used in a solution. Comparing network-to-
network is not particularly insightful, but comparing multiple
solutions for a particular network is. The more links that a set
of quorum cycles use, the fewer (wavelength) resources that
can be assigned to each link. Additionally, each logical link
represents a required physical transmitter and receiver, hence
capital costs.
Table I shows significant 38.81 - 42.42% resource reduction
when using R = 3 redundancy in quorums over the more
traditional, prior art methods using paired cycles. R = 2
gives even better resource reduction. This reduction represents
the potential for lower capital costs in terms of physical
transmitters and receivers needed and the potential for more
(wavelength) resource availability within the network. The
paired cycles results with a 95% confidence interval (CI) for
R = 1 is in column two of Table I for comparison to the single
cycle, increased quorum redundancy technique. The technique
uses far fewer links (shown in columns 3 - 6.) R = 2 comes
close to halving the necessary resources.
Previously paired light-trails were used to form all of the
point-to-point communication node pairs. We analyze the
impact of increasing the R redundancy within quorums and its
impact of keeping resource utilization low using the missing
node pairs metric.
Ideally, like the paired cycle case, there would be 0%
missing, however single cycles do not have the benefit of both
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(ei, ej) and (ej , ei) pairs occurring in the same cycle. The
dramatic reduction in resource utilization came at a trade off
of a few missing communication pairs. R = 2 missed 0.95%
or fewer on average (95% CI), and R = 3 missed even fewer at
0.21% or less on average (95% CI). Redundant R = 3 cycles
performs approximately 2+ times better every time. As seen
in Table I, this performance improvement came at a slightly
higher cost, while still being significantly smaller than the state
of art approach.
It is the limitations of unidirectional optical light-trail cycles
with its required one optical shutter in the off state per cycle
that has caused the missing pairs and the potential need for
additional compensation steps. Compensation is possible using
an off-the-shelf solution of an additional routing step involv-
ing an Optical-to-Electrical-to-Optical (O/E/O) conversion and
retransmission by a hub node. Even so, on average the R = 2
and R = 3 redundant quorums cycle solutions would require
infrequent additional steps considering the missing pairs are
less than 1% on average.
2) Fault-tolerant operational analysis: Using the general-
ized R quorum redundancy rather than cycle pairs can save
significant resources; however, this can come at a significant
determent to fault tolerance.
To model the fault, we simulated the failure of each used
edge, (ei, ej) ∈ E, in 100 node mappings of each network
model, G = (V,E). The edges not used in a particular
mapping are ignored to prevent biasing the results with zero
missing pairs data points. We then examine the network’s
ability to serve all potential point-to-point requests by count-
ing pairs of nodes that would be able to communicate and
conversely those pairs that are unable to communicate. The
results are then reported as fault coverage. To calculate fault
coverage in this scenario, we calculated the mean connected
pairs divided by the total pairs.
1− MeanMissing Pairs
Total Pairs
(9)
100% would be perfect coverage, whereas 0% would be no
fault coverage at all.
Our simulation results (Fig. 3) shows the redundant quorum-
based cycle technique had 96.52 - 99.36% and 97.81 - 99.71%
fault coverages, R = 2 and R = 3 respectively, in the
four networks tested. We compare the state-of-art paired cycle
approach with our quorum redundant technique with single
cycles that uses significantly fewer resources. With single link
failures, the paired cycles had a mean missing communication
pair rate of less than 3 pairs or less than 0.53% across all
networks (95% CI). Hence the R = 1 (Paired) column shows
mean fault coverage percentages is greater than 99.47% for all
four networks. The redundant quorum cycles technique, R = 2
and R = 3 (Single), could not reach that level of coverage,
but did achieve a mean fault coverage rate (95% CI) of greater
than 96.52 and 97.81%, respectively, across all networks.
While neither single cycle R = 2 or R = 3 could
achieve the same level of fault coverage as the paired cycle
solution, they did have missing pair rates better than 3.48
Figure 3. Percent mean fault coverage of the single cycle, redundant quorum
solution experiencing a single link fault.
and 2.29%, respectively, while achieving significant resource
savings. In networks where an additional approximately 40%
of resources could better be utilized for communication rather
than redundancy, the trade off of missing a relatively small
percentage of communications during fault conditions may be
considered tolerable.
VI. IMPROVING SINGLE CYCLE ROUTING BASED ON
REDUNDANT CYCLIC QUORUMS
In Section V-C1, we had an interesting observation that al-
though the cyclic quorums set method was proven to guarantee
that all of the node pairs exist, the implementation that utilized
the quorums still had the limitation of unidirectional light-
trail cycles requiring one optical shutter in the off state per
cycle. This led to missing pairs even in fault-free states of
the network and likely contributed to at least some of missing
pairs during fault scenarios.
When we used paired cycles, the routing order within a
cycle did not matter. In any given pair of cycles, there was
one in the forward direction and the other in the backwards.
For example, if the forward cycle route formed the 0 → 1
communication route, then the backward cycle route would
form the 0← 1 communication route.
With a single, unidirectional cycle we were taking for
granted that redundant cyclic quorums were guaranteeing two
pairs of all node pairs. However, the route direction of the
pairs is not enforced. Hence, without the backwards cycle
from paired cycle, it turned out that the single cycle could
still result in two forward 0→ 1 paths in the network’s cycle
route implementation rather than one of each (0 → 1 and
0← 1 communication routes).
Looking closer at the source of the problem, i.e., the unidi-
rectional optical light-trail cycles, we developed an alternative
heuristic solution to improve the performance. The cycles were
routed using the ECBRA heuristic [9] and the redundant cyclic
quorums for R = 2 and R = 3. Once routed, we treated the
first node in the corresponding cyclic quorum to be the hub
node and then formed the cycle in the order provided by the
ECBRA heuristic. By controlling the order to either be forward
or backwards on a particular unidirectional optical light-trail
cycle, we can influence which node pairs are formed.
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A. Greedy cycle direction based on missing pairs
There are |V | = N redundant cyclic quorums for a
given network G = (V,E). Each of these quorums has a
corresponding cycle route and each route is either in the
forward or backward direction. This results in O
(
2N
)
possible
combinations of cycle directions for a network.
Next, we describe our greedy algorithm to determine cycle
direction and evaluate the improvement in network perfor-
mance. Ultimately, by controlling the forwards or backwards
direction of a cycle, we want to decrease (and eliminate) the
number of missing pairs under fault-free conditions. While
doing this, the network’s fault tolerance is also anticipated to
increase.
Algorithm 1 greedily chooses each cycle’s initial direction.
All forward and backward node pairs need to be formed in the
network. We keep track of how many of each pair have been
formed in variable PC on Line 1. We iterate through all of the
routed cycles, one for each redundant quorum (Line 2). The
cycle’s direction is chosen by which direction will eliminate
more missing pairs from PC. Then all of that direction’s
pairs are added to PC (Line 7 or Line 10). The next cycle’s
direction is chosen the same way until all cycles have been
assigned an initial direction.
Algorithm 1 Initial Cycle Direction(Cycles,V )
1: Pair Count PC [ei] [ej ]← 0, ∀ei, ej ∈ V
2: for all c ∈ Cycles do
3: Count number of new pairs added to PC if Cycle
c.direction = Forward
4: Count number of new pairs added to PC if Cycle
c.direction = Backward
5: if Forward count ≥ Backward count then
6: c.direction← Forward
7: Increment PC [ei] [ej ] for each forward direction pair
from Cycle c
8: else
9: c.direction← Backward
10: Increment PC [ei] [ej ] for each backward direction
pair from Cycle c
11: end if
12: end for
There are |V | = N redundant cyclic quorums for a given
network. Each of these quorums has a corresponding cycle
route in Cycles causing Algorithm 1’s For-loop on Line 2
to execute O (N) times. Both forward and backward new
pair counts, as well as, the final incrementing of PC after a
direction is chosen requires enumerating all possible pairs in
a particular cycle. From Equation 8, each quorum (i.e., cycle)
will be of size approximately O
(√
RN
)
. Forming all pairs
is
(
N
2
)
= O
(
N2
)
operation, so O
(√
RN
2
)
= O (RN). All
combined this results in an O (N ∗RN) = O (RN2) runtime
to find the initial cycle direction.
The order of cycle iteration has an impact on the final direc-
tion of all cycles. It is possible that a cycle processed later may
add pairs to PC that a previous cycle had already contributed.
This opens up the possibility that a cycle processed earlier may
be able to change to a more favorable direction and further
reduce the number of missing pairs. Because of this, we have
a second greedy heuristic, Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Greedy Update Cycle Direction(Cycles,V ,PC)
1: Changed← True
2: while Changed 6= False do
3: Changed← False
4: for all c ∈ Cycles do
5: Decrement PC [ei] [ej ] for each pair from Cycle c
6: Count number of new pairs added to PC if Cycle
c.direction = Forward
7: Count number of new pairs added to PC if Cycle
c.direction = Backward
8: if Forward count > Backward count then
9: Increment PC [ei] [ej ] for each forward direction
pair from Cycle c
10: if c.direction 6= Forward then
11: c.direction← Forward
12: Changed← True
13: end if
14: else if Backward count > Forward count then
15: Increment PC [ei] [ej ] for each backward direction
pair from Cycle c
16: if c.direction 6= Backward then
17: c.direction← Backward
18: Changed← True
19: end if
20: else
21: Increment PC [ei] [ej ] for each pair from Cycle c
22: end if
23: end for
24: end while
This algorithm modifies the direction of a single cycle at a
time to improve the missing pairs count. It continues modify-
ing cycle directions until no further single cycle direction flips
result in improvements being made. Although this appears to
be an infinite loop on the surface, its runtime is considerably
faster than evaluating all O
(
2N
)
possible combinations of
cycle directions for a network.
Algorithm 2 uses a variable Changed to determine if it
should continue searching for a better combination of cycle
directions (Lines 1-3). Line 4 iterates through all of the routed
cycles. The pair count variable PC from the cycle direction
initialization is utilized once again to account for the number
of node pairs formed and also for how many pairs are missing.
The cycle’s direction is then chosen by whichever direction
will eliminate more missing pairs from PC. Then all of that
direction’s pairs are added to PC (Line 9 or Line 15). If
this selection causes the cycle’s direction to change, then the
Changed variable is set to True so the While-loop knows to
continue searching. If the backward and forward missing pair
counts are the same, then the direction defaults to the direction
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the cycle is currently (Line 20). This process continues until
an entire iteration of Cycles results in no direction changes.
The outer While-loop continues until there are no direction
changes. A direction change will only occur if it results in an
improvement in the number of missing pairs. There are |V | =
N nodes and forming all pairs is
(
N
2
)
= O
(
N2
)
operation.
So, even if every iteration of the While-loop only improved the
number of missing pairs by 1, it would still only loop O
(
N2
)
times. The For-loop on Line 4 will execute O (N) times as it
iterates over all cycles. Both forward and backward new pair
counts, as well as, the initial decrement and final incrementing
of PC after a direction is chosen requires enumerating all
possible pairs in a particular cycle, hence O (RN), same as
was calculated for Algorithm 1. All combined, this results in
an O
(
N2 ∗N ∗RN) = O (RN4) runtime to greedily update
the cycle direction.
A 4th power is certainly not desired for most algorithms; but
compared to O
(
2N
)
, it scales well. For N greater than 16 this
greedy approach is better than the brute force approach. And
certainly for N ≤ 16, the outer While-loop in Algorithm 2
will typically not behave in the worst case having to execute
O
(
N2
)
times. In fact, given results from Section V-C1, on
average less than 1% of the pairs were missing. Therefore, we
can expect that the runtime behavior of the While-loop to be
quite small for network inputs similar to those in our analysis.
B. Greedy missing pairs heuristic results
This section uses a similar experiment setup as Section V.
We used the same four common networks (Fig. 2) and an
implementation of the ECBRA heuristic [9] to perform the
cycle routing. We also are using just a single cycle based on
R redundant quorums sets.
1) Fault-free operational analysis: Section V-C1 showed
significant resource usage reductions freeing up (wavelength)
resource availability within the network and adding the poten-
tial for lower capital costs in terms of physical transmitters
and receivers needed. The challenge, though, was this came
at a cost. There were missing communication node pairs even
in fault-free operation of the network.
Table II shows the significant improvements that our greedy
heuristic had on this issue. An average reduction of greater
than 94% of missing pairs for single cycle routing based on
R = 2 redundant cyclic quorums. And a complete elimination
of missing pairs for R = 3 redundancy.
Column 2 in Table II is the prior art paired cycle solution.
This requires at minimum 38% more link resources on aver-
age, but no communication node pairs are missing. Originally
in Section V, the cycle routing directly from the ECBRA
heuristic was used. This produced the percent missing pairs.
The emphasis on the greedy heuristic was that chosen
direction of the cycle matters. To emphasize this point and to
confirm that our approach is actually doing something intel-
ligent, we also included a random cycle direction algorithm
(Column 4 and 8). There we see the random direction on
average performs similar (and at times worse) than simply
using the forward cycle directions directly from the ECBRA
heuristic. Columns 5 and 6 (9 and 10 respectively) show the
impact from our greedy heuristic. Nearly all of the missing
pairs are removed on average from the R = 2 redundant
quorum cycles and all of the missing pairs are eliminated
from the R = 3 redundant quorum cycles. This makes the
R redundant quorum, single cycle solution with greedy cycle
direction heuristic a significant improvement over prior art’s
paired cycle approach. All communication pairs are formed in
the network and done so with significantly fewer resources.
2) Fault-tolerant operational analysis: Section V-C2 illus-
trated a trade off between the significant reduction to resource
usage and maintaining the same level of fault tolerance that
prior art offered. Using only single cycles had a small impact
on fault tolerance of the optical network, which for some
networks and applications may still be acceptable given the
improved resource usage. With the greedy heuristic addressing
missing communication pair issues in the prior section, this
section looks at the improvements to fault tolerance.
To model the fault(s), we simulate the failure of used
edge(s), (ei, ej) ∈ E, in the 100 node mappings of each
network model, G = (V,E). The edges not used are ignored.
We then examine the network’s ability to serve all potential
point-to-point requests. The results are then reported as fault
coverage, total pairs able to communicate as a percentage
of total point-to-point pairs. 100% would be perfect fault
coverage, whereas 0% is no fault coverage at all.
Our single fault simulation results (Table III) shows the
redundant quorum-based cycle technique with our greedy
cycle direction heuristic had 97.92 - 99.67% and 98.59 -
99.84% fault coverages, R = 2 and R = 3 respectively, in the
four networks tested. This was due to a 31.16 - 48.74% and
35.48 - 44.85%, R = 2 and R = 3 respectively, improvement
over the number of missing pairs when only using forward
cycle directions (i.e., Section V-C2). Again, we also test the
performance against random cycle direction choices (Columns
4 and 7). This illustrates that the greedy heuristic, while it
was designed to eliminate missing pairs for fault-free network
operation, still provides an intelligent improvement for fault
conditions as well.
With single link failures, the paired cycles had a mean
missing communication pair rate of less than 3 pairs or less
than 0.53% across all networks (95% CI). Hence the R = 1
(Paired) column shows mean fault coverage percentages is
greater than 99.47% for all four networks. The redundant
quorum cycles technique with our greedy heuristic, R = 2
and R = 3 (Single), reduced the number of missing pairs
by greater than 30% when compared to without the heuristic
(i.e., all forward cycles). Even with the improvement though,
the fault tolerance still could not reach the level of coverage
that the prior art’s paired cycles. The Table III does show
a competitive mean fault coverage rate (95% CI) of greater
than 97.92 and 98.59%, respectively, across all networks when
our greedy cycle direction heuristic was used with the single
quorum cycle solution.
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Table II
COMPARING FAULT-FREE OPERATION MEAN PERCENT MISSING NODE PAIRS (95% CI) BY SINGLE CYCLES USING REDUNDANT QUORUMS AND OUR
GREEDY CYCLE DIRECTION HEURISTIC
R = 1 R = 2 (Single) (%) R = 3 (Single) (%)
Network (Paired) (%) Forward Random Greedy Reduction Forward Random Greedy Reduction
NSFNET 0.00 ± 0.00 0.95 ± 0.15 0.85 ± 0.12 0.02 ± 0.02 -98.27 0.04 ± 0.03 0.85 ± 0.12 0.00 ± 0.00 -100
ARPANET 0.00 ± 0.00 0.36 ± 0.07 0.31 ± 0.06 0.01 ± 0.01 -97.78 0.13 ± 0.04 0.31 ± 0.06 0.00 ± 0.00 -100
American 0.00 ± 0.00 0.49 ± 0.07 0.52 ± 0.07 0.02 ± 0.01 -95.56 0.21 ± 0.04 0.52 ± 0.07 0.00 ± 0.00 -100
Chinese 0.00 ± 0.00 0.27 ± 0.03 0.26 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.00 -94.98 0.09 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.02 0.00 ± 0.00 -100
Table III
COMPARING PERCENT MEAN FAULT COVERAGE (95% CI) OF THE SINGLE CYCLE, REDUNDANT QUORUM SOLUTION WITH OUR GREEDY CYCLE
DIRECTION HEURISTIC EXPERIENCING A SINGLE LINK FAULT.
R = 1 R = 2 (Single) (%) R = 3 (Single) (%)
Network (Paired) (%) Forward Random Greedy Forward Random Greedy
NSFNET 99.47 ± 0.04 96.52 ± 0.09 96.84 ± 0.08 97.92 ± 0.07 97.81 ± 0.09 96.84 ± 0.08 98.59 ± 0.06
ARPANET 99.81 ± 0.01 98.25 ± 0.05 98.28 ± 0.05 98.79 ± 0.04 99.05 ± 0.04 98.28 ± 0.05 99.42 ± 0.03
American 99.60 ± 0.02 98.23 ± 0.04 98.21 ± 0.04 98.92 ± 0.03 98.90 ± 0.03 98.21 ± 0.04 99.34 ± 0.02
Chinese 99.90 ± 0.00 99.36 ± 0.01 99.38 ± 0.01 99.67 ± 0.01 99.71 ± 0.00 99.38 ± 0.01 99.84 ± 0.00
VII. CONCLUSION
The R redundant quorums significantly reduced resource
usage and maintained high fault tolerance capabilities. The sin-
gle cycle technique used significantly fewer resources (42.91
- 47.19% and 38.85 - 42.39% fewer, respectively), while at
the same time maintained a high degree of fault tolerance
with 96.52 - 99.36% and 97.81 - 99.71% fault coverage,
respectively, on the single fault simulation.
With the paired cycles in prior art, the direction of commu-
nication pairs were not a consideration because both directions
were always present. When we switched to single cycles,
the resource usage fell dramatically (greater than 38%), and
there was no longer the guarantee that both directions of a
communication pair existed. To address this limitation, we
developed a greedy algorithm to determine whether a cycle
should be routed in the forward or backward direction in order
to eliminate the most missing pairs and achieve higher fault
tolerance. Missing pairs were reduced by over 94% for R = 2
redundant quorum single cycles and eliminated completely
for R = 3. Fault tolerance improved as well. Missing pairs
during single link failures decreased by over 30%, increasing
fault tolerance to 97.92% - 99.67% and 98.59% - 99.84%,
respectively.
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